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1. Current Situation in Switzerland:
Two Regulatory Regimes…
Competition Regime

Sector Specific Regulatory Regime

 Federal Act on Cartels and other
Restraints of Competition

 Railway Act
 Federal Act on Passenger Transport
 Federal Act on the Transport of Goods

1. Current Situation in Switzerland:
…and Numerous Actors with Diverse Powers
Railway Arbitration Commission
Federal Office of Transport
- general oversight of construction and
management of railways
- disputes arising from granting access in
railway stations
- Issues regarding passenger transport
concessions

Competition Commission
- general market oversight (railways e.g. real
estate or advertisement)
- disputes arising between railway undertakings
and between infrastructure managers (e.g.
freight transport)
- control mergers and acquisitions
- general policy recommendations
- current railway reform had considered a new
role of general market oversight

- Granting non-discriminatory access to the
railway infrastructure
- oversight of the track allocation body (based
on a voluntary, private law agreement
between the entities)
- disputes regarding the calculation of track
access charges
- decision on access agreements based on
network statement
- current railway reform will add ex officio
competence to commence inquiries

Federal Administrative Court
- Appellate body for decisions by the Railway
Arbitrations Commission

Price Supervisor
- Pricecontrol in non-competitive markets,
preventing abusive pricing
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2. The Case of “Rail Related Services”

?

Under which circumstances to depart from the general
competition framework?

Granting competitors access to Rail Related Services, such as maintenance
facilities, freight terminals, marshalling yards or storage sidings

Facilitate
competition on
the principal
market

Facilitate competition on
downstream/upstream
markets
Property rights
Maintain incentives for
investment and innovation in
the respective markets
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2. The Case of “Rail Related Services”

Competition Regime

Recast

Essential facilities doctrine:
- obligation to grant access to
facilities which are not duplicable
- lack of rentability is not sufficient
- usually requires factual or legal
impossibility to establish such
facilities and
- if there are spare capacities and
granting access is economically
viable for the facility-operator

- Granting third parties access to
Rail Related Services if the
operator cannot establish viable
alternatives
- including not only marshalling
yards, passenger stations, but
also freight terminals,
maintenance facilities, relief
facilities such as towing and even
ticketing facilities

Regulatory framework proposed in the Recast departs from the essential
facilities doctrine as established by the general competition law

3. Elements of an Adequate Regulatory Framework?

 Clearly defined and delimitated scope of application of
both sector specific and competition regulation
 Clear and non-overlapping powers of the bodies
entrusted with the application of the respective regulatory
frameworks
 Institutional setting avoiding conflicts of interests within
these entities (entangling conflicting roles)
 Degree of regulatory density adapted to structure and
functioning of the market

4. Some Concluding Thoughts
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The Swiss case:
 Rather well-functioning relationship between sector specific and
competition regulation in spite of institutional deficiencies because
of a pragmatic approach of public authorities
Further development of the system:
 Establishment of an independent regulatory body with sufficient
competencies and resources
Preliminary question: Which market regime is adequate?
 Example: Direct traffic (unitary ticket, common tariff, close
cooperation between the market actors with regard to timetables,
offers etc.) generates considerable benefits for the customer.
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